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You can easily log in with your Google email address.

Then you will be asked to create your logbook. It is best if you have your flight hours, number of landings and number of flights ready. Alternatively, you can change these initial values â€‹â€‹later as soon as you have added them together from your "analogue" logbook.

Then you can create your plane. For this it would be just as optimal, if you also have the sums of all previous landings and flying hours ready. Otherwise, as usual, you can also complete this later.

To be able to use the app properly, you should enable GPS on the phone. This will automatically show you the airfield you are currently on.
The entry of start and landing is done very quickly in the app. It will be shown to you, e.g. also suggested the last passengers taken along

It is also planned that you will automatically receive alerts when the 100h inspection or the JNP, the spark plug, etc. are due.

For the very lazy among the pilots, we have added a small very handy feature: "Enter flight - SMART" is called this and works as follows:

As soon as you have entered a flight as normal, as well as the count of the flyer, the app offers you this SMART function on the next flight.
With this function you do not need to enter anything at startup. You then only have to enter the new meter reading when landing (for UL flights, flight time via meter reading is allowed).

The app then creates you automatically with the last landed airfield (here then: take-off airfield) the then meter reading of the aircraft, as well as the current GPS data (here then: Landing Airfield) a complete logbook and logbook entry. The flight times are calculated automatically via the landing time and the new meter reading (via button, for example: landed 5 minutes ago).

Furthermore, owner communities are also supported. You will all have access to the plane together. As soon as one of the flight entries, e.g. If a comment also enters, it will be displayed to all co-owners of the aircraft.
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Safety starts with understanding how developers collect and share your data. Data privacy and security practices may vary based on your use, region, and age. The developer provided this information and may update it over time.No data shared with third partiesLearn more about how developers declare sharing


This app may collect these data typesLocation and Personal info


Data isnâ€™t encrypted

You can request that data be deleted


See details
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Erste Version live!
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